
NY Gov. Andrew Cuomo in Collusion Scheme to
Cover-up Rapes and Deaths of People with
Special Needs

Jonathan Carey "Champion for the Disabled"  Born
September 12,1993 Killed by caregivers on February
15,2007

Thousands of people with special needs are
bring sexually assaulted, raped and dying
annually in extremely dangerous and deadly
NYS facilities and group homes

DELMAR, NEW YORK, UNITED STATES,
June 28, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Governor Andrew Cuomo has taken
decisive actions to ensure that most sexual
assault and rape crimes, including criminally
negligent deaths, of people with disabilities
and those struggling with mental health
issues never get to local police, County
elected District Attorney’s or Medical
Examiners and Coroners. You may ask
yourself why would he do such a horrific
thing and believe me, many do ask this?
One of the answers is that there is a distinct
choice that Governor Cuomo has made to
deal with these horrors and the horrific care
and services being provided in New York
State which is to try to cover-up almost
everything because of the shame, scandal
and massive fraud involved. Governor
Andrew Cuomo chose to continue the cover-
ups, instead of doing what was right and
just, following the award winning New York Times “Abused & Used” investigative reporting series on
this matter which was a runner up for a Pulitzer Prize
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/nyregion/abused-and-used-series-page.html. Governor Cuomo
chose to allow most of the abusers, the pedophiles, the rapists and those that harm and even kill
some of our most innocent and vulnerable to be protected and shielded and in most cases left in their
jobs to possibly further harm the same person with a disability or possibly many other victims, instead
protecting people with disabilities. The big picture that the governor is really concerned about
surrounding this collision scheme is the ability to continue to defraud the federal government of
billions of federal tax dollars annually. You must understand that State and federal Medicaid money
according to federal law says that the money can only go to programs that provide safe care that is
free from abuse and neglect. If you hide thousands of cases of abuse and neglect monthly that are
occurring in New York State you continue to get the federal money no questions asked. Governor
Cuomo is heading up the worst type of collusion scheme imaginable, because this theft and fraud of
federal Medicaid dollars surrounds the cover-ups of massive numbers of sexual assaults, rapes and
criminally negligent death crimes.
As Governor Cuomo’s supposed Justice Center for the Protection of People with Special Needs
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(Justice Center) is continued to be exposed publicly for what it
really is, which is a cover-up whitewash entity, the Governor
continues to do everything imaginable to protect himself.
Governor Cuomo went as far as taking every measure
possible and calling in every favor possible to try to stop an
historic 911 Civil Rights Reform Bill initiated by Michael Carey
from  getting to the floor of either the NYS Senate or
Assembly. The historic 911 Civil Rights Reform Bill would
simply require those that work with the disabled to call 911 if
there is a medical emergency, including a death, significant
injuries of a person with a disability or if there was a physical
or sexual assault which are crimes. The 911 Civil Rights Bill
really is that simple. Who would oppose this, except for

people that have horrible things to hide? This amazing legislation would end decades of horrific and
deadly discrimination and save many hundreds of lives annually. New Yorkers with disabilities living
outside of their family home in State run or State certified private facilities and group homes have
been denied equal access to 911 Emergency medical and police assistance and services and
bypassing or simply not calling 911 is the number one known cause for what is being called “untimely”
deaths of the disabled in New York State. These are negligent deaths that in most cases could have
been easily prevented if only 911 were required to be called by staff? 
To shine a light on the sheer numbers and the scope of the rampant abuse and neglect, as well as
deaths occurring of people with disabilities in New York State, please sit down. Every day, there are,
on average 11-13 deaths reported to Governor Cuomo’s  Justice Center, but really Unjust Center,
death hotline. There are between 19,000 and 20,000 deaths of people with disabilities in the last four
years alone. Obviously, these are not all negligent deaths, I am not claiming that they are, but a
sizeable percentage without question, are criminally negligent deaths or homicides. Countless people
that were physically healthy that had no terminal illness diagnoses, just dying in these known unsafe
facilities, many extremely young?  What was the cause of all these deaths, we don’t know, most were
never reported by Governor Cuomo’s Justice Center to County Medical Examiners or Coroners. My
precious son Jonathan had autism and was only 13 when he was killed by his New York State
caregivers and he was denied 911 immediate medical and police services. Jonathan was
developmentally disabled and had autism and he was only 13 when he was killed by his caregivers in
2007 http://www.nytimes.com/2011/06/06/nyregion/boys-death-highlights-crisis-in-homes-for-
disabled.html  -  http://www.nytimes.com/video/nyregion/100000000849083/a-failure-to-protect.html .
Jonathan is one of many hundreds of innocent people with disabilities dying long before they should
every year because of a corrupt system that uses the disabled for financial gain and profit. The sexual
assaults and rapes are off the charts. Years worth of New York State records obtained through
Freedom of Information Law (FOIL) requests reveal that for the developmentally disabled in NYS
through OPWDD system alone an average of 325 reported sexual assaults every three months. The
tragic reality is that only approximately 3% of these sexual assault cases against the developmentally
disabled will ever be reported according to a highly recognized report found on the State of
Massachusetts official website http://www.mass.gov/dppc/abuse-recognize/prevalence-of-
violence.html.  Simply do the math, statistically upwards of one third of New York State residents with
disabilities living in OPWDD facilities or sub-contracted private facilities and group homes under
OPWDD are being sexually assaulted annually. This evil must be stopped. Most sexual predators that
prey on the vulnerable and weak in New York State are being protected and shielded from
prosecution by Governor Cuomo’s Justice Center and these people are also out on the streets able to
possibly assault or rape your children because they are not in jail where they belong.
The Justice Center has been and continues to be exposed in a big way for the fraud it is by both the
AP News and by BuzzFeed News. I have attached some of these investigative news pieces;
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/34c9c059196a4b70bc8ded92d2fbe4b7/9-deaths-no-charges-raise-
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questions-about-oversight-agency
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/27b17232ed3c41d1b79db9c444e0e484/new-protocol-agency-sent-death-
reports-nowhere
https://www.buzzfeed.com/benhattem/a-beating-at-bellevue?utm_term=.oj1lvblA3#.yoOORvO5P 
https://www.buzzfeed.com/benhattem/legislators-and-advocates-call-for-overhaul-of-justice-
cente?utm_term=.xbJ9MJ97Y#.avQR1oR9M.  
https://www.buzzfeed.com/benhattem/scathing-report-says-ny-agency-is-failing-people-with-
disabi?utm_term=.li9Y4jjeA#.foWJ7ooR0 
For many decades now New York State has treated the disabled and those struggling with mental
illness as a sub class of human being, or in other terms the bottom of the barrel and has used them
for financial gain https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dbiYJkiX-Dg. New York State, under the guise of
a “Justice Center” that Governor Cuomo has touted as his historic reform is hiding and concealing
thousands of the heinous crimes imaginable. The severe damages, physical and emotional injuries
and loss of innocent lives are countless and most are the direct result of the collusion and widely
known fraud and corruption. 
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